A new breed of nontraditional institution has arisen to meet the demands of working adults who want to participate in lifelong learning but lack the time for full- or part-time study at a traditional institution. These new institutions range from completely virtual universities, online arms of existing institutions, learning marketplaces, or brokers of other institutions' online courses. Although there are many legitimate virtual institutions, cyber versions of diploma mills are also springing up. Legitimate virtual learning sites are beginning to be accredited through existing agencies such as the North Central Association Commission on Institutions of Higher Education. Accrediting agencies and candidate institutions must learn new evaluation methods. For example, traditional evaluation instruments contain questions that are irrelevant in the online environment. Key issues regarding virtual learning include: (1) educational/information technology tends to increase costs; (2) the questions of who will regulate a global learning market and how employers can evaluate credentials must be answered; and (3) virtual universities will help only those who have the necessary equipment and experience to be comfortable with the technologies. (An annotated bibliography constituting approximately 75% of this document contains 22 references.)
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A new breed of nontraditional institution has arisen to meet the demands of working adults with multiple responsibilities who hear the inescapable call for lifelong learning, yet cannot fit full- or even part-time study at a traditional institution into their schedules (Joseph 1999; Stamps 1998). These new institutions range from completely virtual universities (such as Jones International University) to online arms of existing institutions (e.g., University of Illinois' degree programs in library and information science and engineering) to learning marketplaces or brokers of other institutions' online courses (e.g., www.hungryminds.com or Western Governors University) (Abernathy 1999; Strong and Harmon 1997).

Although there are many legitimate virtual institutions, cyber versions of diploma mills are also springing up (Geber 1999; Guernsey 1997). These places use the visual glitz of the Web and the willing suspension of disbelief with which many people approach a term to sell "degrees" that require no coursework or tuition. Legitimate virtual learning sites are beginning to be accredited by existing agencies such as the North Central Association Commission on Institutions of Higher Education. These agencies and the candidate institutions must learn new evaluation methods; for example, traditional instruments have questions that are irrelevant in the online environment and data are now being collected through web-based questionnaires and e-mail focus groups (Zuingga and Peese 1998). At the same time, some phony virtual universities invoke the names of equally suspicious agencies as sources of their "accreditation" (Geber 1999). Consumer guides to virtual learning may be found in Abernathy (1999), McIlheran (1997), and Phillips and Yager (1998), and principles of good practice for virtual universities are provided by Johnstone and Krauch (1997).

Gladeaux and Swail (1999) outline some key issues regarding virtual learning: (1) educational/information technology tends to increase costs; (2) who will regulate a global learning market and how can employers evaluate credentials; and (3) virtual universities will help only those who have the necessary equipment and experience to be comfortable with the technologies, thus raising new barriers for those traditionally underrepresented in higher education. Although financial aid is not yet widely available for distance learning, some employers offer tuition assistance as a benefit (Phillips and Yager 1997). A new U.S. Department of Education demonstration program is seeking to broaden opportunities for distance learners by expanding eligibility for financial aid and encouraging innovative uses of technology (Learning Anytime Anywhere Partnerships 1999).

Resources


Includes a source guide to online learning and 10 questions to ask about online learning sites.


Covers night and weekend colleges, foreign medical schools, degrees by Internet and other electronic avenues, and other ways of earning a bachelor's, master's, doctorate, law, or medical degree through some unconventional method.


Information on nearly 700 institutions that offer media-assisted courses and on methods used to deliver each of the 6,000 courses listed, as well as traditional correspondence courses.


Among the offerings of Knowledge Universe, a "learning company," is UNext.com, an electronic university offering graduate-level business courses that seeks to become a degree-granting institution.


Discusses the rise of Internet institutions that sell degrees and other credentials. Offers tips to determine the legitimacy of distance learning opportunities.


Addresses issues concerned with educational programs provided through the virtual university: standards and regulation, cost factors, those who will benefit from distance education developments, new barriers for the traditionally underrepresented in higher education, and the public policy challenge.


As the concept of earning a higher education degree at home becomes more accepted, diploma mills offering on the Internet proliferate. Many institutions use the World Wide Web as their primary marketing tool, with sites similar to those of accredited colleges, and do not appear to be breaking state or federal laws.


Describes Western Governors University, a virtual university (www.wgu.org) organized by 15 western states and Guam to offer competency-based degrees via the Internet, electronic mail, computer software, video, or satellite.

Present's guidelines formulated by the Western Cooperative for Educational Telecommunications, based on research on public policy and educational practice, for electronically offered degree and certificate programs.

Johnstone, S. M., and Tilson, S. "Implications of a Virtual University for Community Colleges." In Building a Working Policy for Distance Education. New Directions for Community Colleges 25, no. 3 (Fall 1997): 63-72. (ED 412 999)

Describes the development and function of Western Governors University, a virtual university, and its implications for the role of the community college. Recommends that community colleges continue to develop the capacity to provide electronic instruction.


Women's International Electronic University was created to help women overcome barriers to participation in continuing education, such as work and family demands and unfamiliarity with information technology, by offering credit and noncredit courses through the World Wide Web.


Describes the 29 projects intended to develop model distance learning programs and innovative online learner support services.


Includes a catalog of online courses, educational self-inventory, and information on earning credit for experience and financing lifelong learning.


Lists questions to consider in choosing an online institution and course; provides links to accrediting agencies.


Profiles 195 accredited institutions that offer graduate degrees via distance learning. Includes information on selecting delivery methods, accreditation, and financial aid.


Discusses the advantages and consequences of accrediting online distance education programs. Lists 12 key issues to consider for online accreditation.


Explains how external degree programs operate, including such aspects as assessment of prior learning, contract learning, distance education, and nontraditional degree programs. Considers the problem of diploma mills, their characteristics, their promotional tactics, their policies, external degree program abuses, and accreditation claims.


Discusses changes that are merging traditional, continuing, and distance education into the virtual university. Topics include for-profit or not-for-profit, the compatibility of the profit motive with the concept of quality in education, cooperation between academic and corporate cultures, information and communications technology, and new models of higher education.


The University of Phoenix (UOP) is a for-profit university that accepts only students who are at least 23 years old and gainfully employed. UOP's brand of no-frills business education is tailored to working adults and represents a new model for postsecondary education.

Strong, R. W., and Harmon, E. G. "Online Graduate Degrees: A Review of Three Internet-Based Master's Degree Offerings." American Journal of Distance Education 11, no. 3 (1997): 58-70. (E 567 751)

Reviews and compares three offerings of graduate degrees via the Internet-two master's programs in management and one master's program in library and information science. Presents a "Consumer's Guide" to online degree programs.


This paper introduces a model for virtual universities that consists of three layers of issues that virtual universities must consider if they are to prove effective.


Examines how the virtual environment affects the evaluation design and process and what the evaluation revealed about the ability to reach its learning goals of fostering collaboration, energizing student-centered learning, and achieving productive interaction between students and faculty and among students.
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